Spectrum How To
Prepare for Use

Step on foot pedal to
lower the handle.

1

Turn lower cord wrap to
release the cord. Plug
in cord.

2

3
If too much pull on the
brush, or brush light
ON, readjust brush
height (step 2).

Adjust the handle by
pushing the handle lock
button then pull or push
to a comfortable height.

Set the brush height.
(Adjust height accordingly)

Machine Operation

1

2
Vacuum sections of
carpeting in overlapping
rows.

4

3
Edge clean by running
Right side of machine
along desired edge.

5
Lift or carry upstairs or
over threshold by
grabbing the large
lifting handle.

Lower the vacuum
handle to the floor to
vacuum under furniture.

6
For above floor
cleaning, set the
machine upright,
remove the wand and
attach appropriate tool.
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Install the crevice tool
for extended
performance for those
hard to reach areas.

Spectrum How To
Clearing a Clog

1

2
Check to see if bag is
full or if the tube, hose
or nozzle is blocked.
Replace bag if needed.

Restricted airflow light
indicator comes on,
please check the
following things.

4

3

5
Release and remove
the brush cover by
unlocking the bearing
lock then pull brush out.

Remove the upper
hose and wand to
inspect for clogged
debris. Detach the
wand receptacle.

6
Inspect lower hose by
looking through the
wand receptacle to the
brush housing area.
(You should have a clear
view. If not, there is a clog)
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Remove debris by
pushing it forward via
the brush opening (use a
long narrow object if needed).
Reinstall brush and
brush cover. Reattach
wand receptacle.

Spectrum How To
Store The Machine

1

2

3
Check the brush house.
Remove any built-up
carpet fibers or debris
from the brush and the
brush housing.

Unplug cord and wrap
cord on cord wrap or
hang from upper cord
wrap.

Return wand to holster
and all tools to storage
compartment.

Routine Maintenance

1

If bag light ON:
1) Check the bag to see
if it’s full.
2) Check pre-motor filter
for cleanliness.
3) Check for clogs.

2

1) Pull latch to open
back cover.
2) Lower bag bracket by
pushing down on left
side.
3) Pull bag out from
bracket.
4) Replace bag, sliding
cardboard piece
along track. Push into
place.
5) Raise plastic bag
bracket until it clicks
into place.
6) Replace cover
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Replace or clean prefilter every 5 to 10 bag
changes or if light is
ON. Find in a cassette
just below filter bag.
Clean with water or
vacuum. Allow to dry.
Do NOT operate the
vacuum without prefilter.

